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The Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP) represents 
companies, large and small, that explore for, develop and produce natural gas 
and crude oil throughout Canada. CAPP’s member companies produce about 
90 per cent of Canada’s natural gas and crude oil. CAPP's associate members 
provide a wide range of services that support the upstream crude oil and natural 
gas industry. Together CAPP's members and associate members are an 
important part of a $110-billion-a-year national industry that provides essential 
energy products. CAPP’s mission is to enhance the economic sustainability of 
the Canadian upstream petroleum industry in a safe and environmentally and 
socially responsible manner, through constructive engagement and 
communication with governments, the public and stakeholders in the 
communities in which we operate.

Disclaimer

This publication was prepared for the Canadian Association of Petroleum 
Producers (CAPP) by the CAPP Electrical Safety Committee. While it is 
believed that the information contained herein is reliable under the conditions 
and subject to the limitations set out, CAPP and the CAPP Electrical Safety 
Committee do not guarantee its accuracy. The use of this report or any 
information contained will be at the user’s sole risk, regardless of any fault or 
negligence of the CAPP Electrical Safety Committee, CAPP or its co-funders.
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Overview

This guideline is intended to assist manufacturers, operating companies, 
engineering consulting organizations, and cathodic protection service companies, 
with designing, fabricating, marketing, and procuring rectifiers for impressed 
current cathodic protection rectifiers with embedded “safety-by-design” features. 

Impressed current cathodic protection systems are a technique for controlling the 
corrosion of a metal surface by making that surface the cathode of an 
electrochemical cell. Impressed current cathodic protection systems are in 
widespread use at thousands of oil and gas surface production facilities, and serve 
to prevent failure of piping and other facilities which may lead to uncontrolled 
release of products, resulting in safety hazards to workers and the public, and 
environmental contamination. 

Cathodic protection rectifiers are used to convert AC current to DC current in 
order to supply impressed DC current to the protected facilities. The interiors of 
these rectifiers contain numerous energized electrical components; and for a 
cathodic protection worker, the interiors of these rectifiers pose the highest risk of 
electric shock hazard in the cathodic protection system. Tragically, a cathodic 
protection worker was electrocuted in 2004 as a result of accidentally contacting 
energized components inside of a cathodic protection rectifier. It is the intent of 
the joint industry committee which has compiled this guideline that the designs of 
these cathodic protection rectifiers be made as safe as practical, and that new 
rectifiers available on the market incorporate these safety features as much as 
possible for the benefit of the protection of the personnel who must operate and 
maintain this equipment.

Over the last several decades there have been numerous manufacturers supplying 
the market, models, and variations in the design of these rectifiers; and many of 
these units are still in service in the oil and gas industry. It is not the intent of this 
guideline to address these existing installations; however, cathodic protection 
system owners and operators are advised that these existing installations may 
need to be periodically reviewed for safety risks, and modifications and/or 
replacement may be necessary in some cases. If replacement is desirable, then this 
guideline will be useful in helping to specify a replacement rectifier.

This guideline contains the following information:

• a glossary of cathodic protection terms
• codes and standards related to cathodic protection rectifiers
• equipment certification requirements
• worker qualifications for cathodic protection system operation and 

maintenance and their bearing on cathodic protection rectifier designs
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• a basic description of how cathodic protection systems work and the main 
components of cathodic protection rectifiers (some essential information to 
help the user interpret and apply the recommendations found in this guideline)

• a gap analysis identifying safety risks and potential mitigation approaches
• a description of the recommended safety features and example rectifier

designs incorporating those features
• a template purchasing specification to be used for specifying cathodic 

protection rectifiers with increased safety features

This guideline is not a mandatory document, but it may be put into force by a 
CAPP member company as part of that company’s purchasing specifications. The 
entire guideline, or specific aspects of this guideline, may be referenced for that 
purpose. However, the user should note that some of the requirements of this 
guideline are also regulatory requirements, or have an impact on regulatory 
compliance. Therefore, if a user wishes to deviate from parts of this document, the 
user must also be aware of the relevant minimum regulatory requirements so as to 
satisfy those requirements. Use of this guide is not a substitute for knowledge of 
regulatory requirements, and each company and organization is responsible for its 
own regulatory compliance. 

Note:  the first edition of this guideline has been developed for Alberta, so the 
regulations for Alberta are referenced. Consideration may be given for other 
jurisdictions at a later time.

This guideline is also not a mandatory Canadian Standards Association Canadian 
Electrical Code Part II (product) standard. However, it is envisioned that as this 
guideline is adopted for use by CAPP member companies (and perhaps by non-oil 
and gas industries as well), and as demand for these types of rectifiers increases, 
there is potential that the joint industry committee that developed this standard 
may approach CSA for development of a CSA Part II standard for cathodic 
protection rectifiers in the future.

This guideline has been developed by a joint industry committee with 
representatives from the cathodic protection services industry; cathodic protection 
rectifier manufacturers; and corrosion specialists and electrical technical staff 
from user companies. This guideline is also endorsed by the Electrical Safety 
Sub-Committee of the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP).
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1 Purpose

This guideline is intended to assist manufacturers, operating companies, 
engineering consulting organizations, and cathodic protection service companies, 
with designing, fabricating, marketing, and procuring rectifiers for impressed 
current cathodic protection rectifiers with embedded “safety-by-design” features.

Although this guideline is not a mandatory practice or national standard, it is 
hoped that CAPP member companies will review and adopt its safety 
recommendations and apply them when specifying and procuring new impressed 
current cathodic protection rectifier equipment. This will encourage 
manufacturers to design, manufacture, and market rectifiers with increased safety 
features at minimal additional cost.
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2 Scope

This document discusses:

• electrical design of the equipment
• product certification
• safety analysis of operation and maintenance tasks involving cathodic 

protection rectifiers
• personnel qualification – various exemptions for different worker categories 

as outlined in Appendices A and B
• voluntary CP rectifier safety specifications usable by CP rectifier procurers 

and manufacturers
2.1 Excluded from the Scope of this Guide

The following subjects are excluded from the scope of this guide:

2.1.1 Design of Cathodic Protection Systems

The general design of cathodic protection systems is excluded from the scope of 
this guide, for example:  

• any details with respect to cathodic protection current requirements 
• anode location
• anode type
• impressed current control techniques
• planning which structures to protect and where electrical isolation is required
• galvanic cathodic protection systems
• aspects of the CP electrical installation outside of the rectifier itself

2.1.2 Work Procedures for CP System Operation and Maintenance

Although CP rectifier design has an impact upon work procedures for safe work
on CP rectifiers and systems, these procedures are not included in the scope of 
this guide, but may be obtained through the CP worker training courses 
referenced in Appendix A. Examples of these procedures include, but are not 
limited to:

• lockout and tag procedures
• de-energization procedures
• routine check procedures (cabinet entry procedures, verifying voltages and 

currents, tap setting changes, fuse or breaker checks, etc.)
• equipment/manufacturer specific procedures for testing, removing, repairing, 

and reinstalling components and sub-assemblies
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2.1.3 Alternative CP Rectifier Designs

The focus of this guideline is on the most commonly used CP rectifier 
configuration which consists of a tapped secondary transformer and diode bridge, 
with single or three phase AC supply voltages up to 600 VAC. Some of the safety 
features discussed in this guideline may also be applied to other rectifier 
architectures, but because they are less common, no effort has been made to 
address these other types. Other types include, but are not limited to:

• saturable reactor rectifier
• silicon controlled rectifier
• switch mode rectifier
• pulse rectifier

Additionally, rectifiers intended for installation in hazardous locations are outside 
of the scope of this document.
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3 Glossary of Terms

Some terms which are used in this guideline are defined below for ease of 
reference. This glossary is not intended to be an exhaustive list of terms 
applicable to impressed current cathodic protection installations or equipment 
used in those installations, but only as convenient educational reference. Please 
refer to equipment manuals and cathodic protection system design references for 
additional information.

Additional terms can be found in the latest edition of the NACE International 
Glossary of Corrosion Related Terms [1]. No attempt has been made to 
harmonize the terms in that reference with those used below in this document.

Approved Equipment:
See Section 5.3, Equipment Certification. 

Certified Equipment:
See Section 5.3, Equipment Certification.

CP Rectifier:
A self-contained electrical device used for converting AC electrical energy to DC 
electrical energy at a specific voltage and current level in order to supply current 
to protected structures within impressed current cathodic protection (CP) systems. 
Common types of CP rectifiers consist of AC input supply circuitry and 
protection; a variable-tapped-secondary transformer; diode bridge for 
rectification; and output supply circuitry, protection, and metering. The rectifier is 
usually packaged in an enclosed cabinet. AC supply is commonly 120 VAC (or 
more) single phase; 480 VAC three phase, or 600 VAC three phase.

Current Interrupter:
A device consisting of a timer or controller which causes the DC output current 
from a CP rectifier to pulse on and off in a predefined sequence or pattern. The 
instantaneous “off” (decay) voltage can be used to accurately determine the DC 
potential of a protected structure without errors caused by voltage drops in the 
wiring. This DC potential is used to assess how effectively the impressed current 
cathodic protection system is protecting the structure. The predefined pattern 
allows for positive identification of which CP rectifier source is impressing 
current on a protected structure in the event of interference between CP systems. 
Current interrupters may be self-contained external third party instruments, may 
be built into the rectifier, or may be a hybrid of the two.
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“Dead Front” Design:
A design technique which uses insulated shielding or grounded metal barriers to 
prevent personnel from accidentally contacting electrically energized components. 
A “dead front” design would ensure that the entire surface of a piece of electrical 
equipment is protected in this way. 

De-energization Verification Procedure:
A procedure used to verify that voltage has been removed from a circuit, group of 
circuits, component, or group of components prior to performing work on, or in 
the vicinity of, those circuits or components. This procedure normally follows a 
lockout and tag procedure (see definition for “Lockout and Tag Procedure”). A 
commonly used procedure is called the “three point method”, where a testing 
device (meter, proximity probe, etc.) is tested on a known source of supply, used 
to test the circuit or component of interest, and then retested on the known source 
of supply. This approach minimizes the possibility that the testing device itself 
fails before or during the course of verifying de-energization of the circuit or 
component of interest. Procedures for the proper selection and operation of the 
appropriately rated testing device, and personal protective equipment, are also 
needed when performing the de-energization verification procedure. Also, the 
person doing the de-energization verification procedure must have knowledge of 
the circuits and internal components of the CP rectifier and their operation in 
order to ensure that all potentially energized circuits and components are properly 
checked. For safety purposes, all circuits and components which are to be verified 
are treated as energized until the de-energization verification procedure verifies 
that they are not.

Design for Safety (for CP Rectifiers):
The process of analyzing the safety hazards of workers performing common 
operations and maintenance activities on CP rectifiers and intentionally 
introducing design features into the CP rectifier equipment so as to avoid or 
minimize these hazards.

Diode Bridge:
A commonly used configuration of diodes used to convert (rectify) AC electrical 
energy into DC electrical energy within a CP rectifier. The diodes are connected 
in a bridge circuit configuration which permits current to pass when the diodes are 
forward biased and blocks current when reverse biased. The output voltage and 
current from the diode bridge has a non-zero DC (time-average) magnitude, and 
often has some amount of “ripple” (variation in the instantaneous value) 
impressed upon it.

Isolation Switch:
A lockable, self-contained, weatherproof AC voltage rated disconnect switch 
mounted within 9 m of the CP rectifier cabinet. It is used by a worker in order to 
provide local de-energization and isolation of the AC input supply to the CP 
rectifier prior to maintenance work within the CP rectifier. It is used as part of a 
lockout and tag procedure, and it is installed local to the CP rectifier in order to 
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ensure that the worker can prevent inadvertent re-energization of the CP rectifier 
by others. 

Lockout and Tag Procedure:
A procedure used to ensure that a CP rectifier is safely de-energized and isolated 
prior to doing work within the rectifier cabinet where accidental contact with 
energized components may occur. Minimum regulatory requirements for lockout 
and tag procedures are found in provincial occupational health and safety codes, 
and operating companies often have company specific or facility specific 
procedures in addition to these. The procedure involves operating a disconnect 
switch to isolate the CP rectifier from its AC supply, application of a lock to 
prevent unauthorized re-energization, and installing a tag on the lock identifying 
the time, date, owner of the lock, and purpose of the isolation. The owner of the 
lock is the only one allowed to remove it, except by special procedure. After the 
lockout and tag procedure has been followed in order to isolate and de-energize, a 
de-energization verification procedure is used to verify that the internal circuits 
and components of the CP rectifier are de-energized prior to commencing work 
(see definition for “De-energization Verification Procedure”)

Tapped Secondary Transformer:
This type of transformer is used to step down and isolate AC power at utility 
voltage (commonly 120 VAC (or more) single phase, 480 VAC three phase, or 
600 VAC three phase) to a lower AC voltage level prior to rectification in the 
diode bridge. The AC voltage output level can vary from a few volts to hundreds 
of volts depending upon the available AC supply voltage levels, ratings of the 
rectifier, and the needs of the protected structures. The output voltage is varied by 
means of manual or automatic tap changers on the transformer secondary. The 
ratio of the number of turns of the secondary winding relative to the primary 
winding is varied to provide the variable output voltage.

Touch-Safe:
As applied to electrical connectors, terminations, and other electrical components, 
“touch-safe” means that there is no possibility of inadvertent human contact with 
energized surfaces. This is achieved through various methods such as barriers, 
shrouding, shielding, recessed contacts, etc. depending upon the design of the 
component. An example of a standard which addresses “touch-safe” features in a 
product is CSA C22.2 No. 182.3, Special Use Attachment Plugs, Receptacles, and 
Connectors [2]. In this standard, potential contact with energized surfaces is 
tested using an articulated metal probe of standard dimensions which imitates a 
human finger. The test is done with the metal probe configured in various angular 
positions. 
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4 Codes and Standards

Codes and standards related to the manufacture and installation aspects of 
cathodic protection systems include (but are not limited to) those listed below.

4.1 Canadian Electrical Code, Part I

The objective of CSA C22.1 Canadian Electrical Code, Part I, Safety Standard 
for Electrical Installations [3] is to establish safety standards for the installation 
and maintenance of electrical equipment. Consideration has been given to the 
prevention of fire and shock hazards, as well as proper maintenance and 
operation. Its requirements apply for all upstream oil and gas facilities’ electrical 
installations, all non-distribution or non-transmission electrical utility electrical 
installations, and all gas distribution utilities’ electrical installations in the 
province. The Canadian Electrical Code, Part I is referenced in other standards 
which apply to CP rectifiers.

4.1.1 Canadian Electrical Code, Part I, Section 80

Section 80 of the Canadian Electrical Code (Part 1) applies to the installation of 
impressed current cathodic protection systems and is supplemental to, or 
amendatory of, other Canadian Electrical Code, Part I sections.

4.1.2 Provincial Standata

In Alberta there are provincial Standata [4] which apply to the Canadian 
Electrical Code, Part I. These address specific cases of provincial regulatory 
acceptance of some industry practices which may deviate from the Canadian 
Electrical Code, Part I. They also provide explanation of the Alberta provincial 
requirements for use of “approved” equipment, as well as provide other province-
wide interpretations.

4.2 Code for Electrical Installations at Oil and Gas Facilities

The Code for Electrical Installations at Oil and Gas Facilities [5] recognizes the 
area classification drawings of a professional engineer for a specific facility. In 
the absence of engineered area classification drawings, it establishes the minimum 
hazardous area classification requirements for any oil and gas facility. When 
planning, specifying, and installing cathodic protection systems, the installed 
equipment must be either rated for the hazardous location, or installed outside of 
the hazardous location. Installing outside of the hazardous location is always 
preferred, but if this is not possible then a hazardous location rated rectifier will 
be required. Hazardous location rated rectifiers are available, but are not the 
subject of this guideline.
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4.3 Occupational Health and Safety Code

The Alberta Occupational Health and Safety Code [6] addresses worker safety in 
a comprehensive manner. It has content pertaining to general worksite safety and 
procedures which govern all oilfield work. Some examples of where this code 
applies to the installation and servicing of cathodic protection systems include:

• pre-job hazard analysis
• lockout and tag procedures
• hot work procedures and work in hazardous locations
• working alone requirements
• working in the vicinity of power lines

4.4 CSA Standard Z462 Workplace Electrical Safety
CSA Standard Z462 [7] specifies requirements for, and provides guidance on , 
safety management systems, safe work procedures, and selection of personal 
protective equipment and other safety devices for persons exposed to hazards 
associated with energized electrical equipment. In addition, this standard sets out 
criteria for the identification and training of qualified electrical workers and for 
determination of hazardous work to be performed only by those qualified 
individuals. Corporations may have specific electrical safety programs which are 
based on this standard, and these program requirements may apply to persons 
working on CP systems. Examples of where requirements in this standard may 
apply to work on CP systems include:

• electrical specific lockout and tag procedures
• electrical pre-job hazard assessment procedures
• specific requirements for use of V-rated tools, testing equipment, and 

personal protective equipment
4.5 CSA Z662 Oil and Gas Pipeline Systems

CSA Z662 [8] covers design, construction, operation and maintenance of oil and 
gas industry pipeline systems. Section 9 covers Corrosion Control including 
electrical interference.

4.6 Canadian Gas Association Recommended Practice OCC-1

Canadian Gas Association Recommended Practice OCC-1 “Control of External 
Corrosion on Buried or Submerged Metallic Piping Systems” [9] discusses the 
design, installation, operation, and maintenance of corrosion control systems. It is 
intended as a reference only. It is a company’s own responsibility to provide 
procedures that will satisfy all regulations for effective, safe, and proactive 
corrosion control.
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4.7 NACE SP0169 Control of External Corrosion on Underground or 
Submerged Metallic Piping Systems

NACE SP0169 Control of External Corrosion on Underground or Submerged 
Metallic Piping Systems [10] contains a section on installation requirements 
(Section 8). Many of those requirements are also covered in more depth in this 
guideline within the context of the Canadian Electrical Code, Part I and other oil 
and gas industry cathodic protection (CP) practices. The NACE SP0169 document 
also covers design, operations, maintenance, and documentation issues which are 
outside of the scope of this guideline.

4.8 CAPP Guideline: Electrical Installations for Impressed Current 
Cathodic Protection Systems

The CAPP guideline entitled Electrical Installations for Impressed Current 
Cathodic Protection Systems [11] focuses on the electrical technical and 
regulatory requirements for impressed current cathodic protection installation 
systems as a whole, and is mostly concerned with the installation of the wiring 
systems and connections to protected structures outside of the rectifier. It 
addresses worker regulations, electrical code issues, equipment certification, 
methods of connection to protected structures, permissible wiring methods, 
engineering documentation, and inspection requirements. It is a complement to 
this guideline and has been developed by the same committee.

4.9 Corporate Standards

Some upstream oil and gas companies may have their own engineering standards 
outlining cathodic protection installation details and maintenance procedures. 
Companies (who have accreditations in the electrical discipline in Alberta) may 
also have specific variances permitting deviations from the Canadian Electrical 
Code, Part I.
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5 Worker Qualifications and Equipment Certification

5.1 Alberta

In Alberta, all electrical work on rectifiers between the connection to the AC 
supply (load centre, service entrance disconnect, etc.) and the direct current (DC)
output connections of a cathodic protection rectifier falls under the Electrician 
Trade Regulation [12]. This regulation is put in place under the Apprenticeship 
and Industry Training Act [13]. The Electrician Trade Regulation restricts any 
type of electrical work to certified electricians. The rationales for this are related 
to personnel safety (shock), indirect safety issues (e.g. excessive heat, fire), 
knowledge of electrical engineering principles, and good workmanship.

The Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP), in conjunction with 
Alberta Learning, has developed various training courses for non-electricians such 
as field operators, maintenance staff, and CP technicians. Together with hands-on 
training (provided by an electrician and done for the specific equipment), and
authorization by the employer; these courses allow non-electricians to perform 
limited electrical work scope activities on CP rectifiers:

• for operators and other field maintenance personnel, these include routine 
checks of impressed current levels, tap changes, and visual checks   

• for CP technicians, these include operator-type functions mentioned 
previously, plus basic maintenance on the DC portions of the CP rectifier and 
current surveys  

See Appendix A for a brief description of the available exemption courses, and 
Appendix B for a scope definition diagram for CP technicians. 

In Alberta, engineering practice is governed by the Engineering, Geological, and 
Geophysical Professions Act [14]. 

5.2 Other Provinces

Other provinces have various acts and regulations in place governing “electrical 
work” and “engineering”. Please refer to the specific regulations governing this 
type of work for the respective province of interest.

5.3 Equipment Certification

All equipment used in the electrical circuit(s) of cathodic protection systems must 
be certified to Canadian (CSA) Standards by an accredited certification body or 
inspection body. The accredited certification or inspection bodies are accredited 
by the Standards Council of Canada. Equipment which is certified to Canadian 
standards is often referred to as “CSA Approved” or “CSA Certified”, but it can 
also be certified by one of these other accredited certification or inspection bodies
and is equally acceptable. In Alberta, information on the meaning of the term 
“approved”, accredited certification and inspection bodies, and the recognized 
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markings on equipment, is available from Alberta Municipal Affairs (see Alberta 
Provincial Standata LEG-ECR-2 [15]). For the purposes of this document, the 
terms “certified” or “approved” are used, and refer to equipment that is certified 
by an accredited certification or inspection body to Canadian standards.

The current standard which applies to the manufacture of CP rectifiers is 
CAN/CSA-C22.2 No. 107.1 General Use Power Supplies [16]. This guideline, 
though not recognized as a national product standard for Canada, does contain 
design requirements which exceed the minimum requirements of CAN/CSA-C22.2 
No. 107.1. It is intended for adoption by CAPP member companies as a voluntary 
standard (industry practice). The committee developing this document has 
considered the possibility of approaching the Canadian Standards Association to 
progress the development of a formal national standard in the future.

The standard which applies for the installation and electrical connection of CP 
rectifier equipment is CAN/CSA-C22.1 Canadian Electrical Code, Part I. It also
requires that the equipment be “approved” by the local inspection authority.
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6 General Background on Impressed Current Cathodic Protection Rectifiers

6.1 Overall CP System

The aim of this section is to provide a brief introduction to impressed current 
cathodic protection systems and common rectifier features in order to provide 
context for this guideline’s recommendations. Numerous textbooks, industry 
documents, manuals, and courses are available to provide further details for those 
needing additional information.

6.1.1 Aim of an Impressed Current Cathodic Protection System

The goal of an impressed current cathodic protection system is to prevent 
corrosion of protected structures such as pipes and well casings, so as to avoid
leaks or failures resulting in environmental damage, and hazards to personnel and 
the public.

6.1.2 The Natural Corrosion Circuit

The natural corrosion circuit is pictured below in Figure 1. Natural corrosion 
processes are set up by the inherent galvanic potentials associated with all 
materials, and they vary from material to material. When two dissimilar materials 
come into electrical contact, such as two different metals, or metal and soil, then 
galvanic currents will flow and corrosion will occur at one of the surfaces and 
buildup will occur at the other due to ion (positive charge) transfer. The circuit is 
completed electrically in order to maintain overall charge neutrality at the 
corroding and building material interfaces by having a path for the electrons to 
flow. Electrons will migrate towards the location where the ions are 
accumulating, and will leave the location from which the ions have been removed 
in order to maintain charge neutrality. 

Galvanic current flow can also occur when the dissimilar materials are not in 
direct physical contact, but have a conductive medium between them such as 
moist soil. This is similar to what occurs in a battery cell, where a strong acid is 
used as the electrolyte and the two plates are at different galvanic potentials. In 
fact, corrosion circuits can be viewed as weak batteries. The electron flow is 
through the conductive path of the external electric circuit supplied by the battery.

For a corrosion circuit involving a metal pipe, the following terms are used:

§ anode = corroding metal surface

§ cathode = non-corroding metal surface

§ metal connection (pipe) = path for electron current flow

§ electrolyte (moist soil) = path for ionic current flow
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6.1.3

6.1.4 Impressed Current Cathodic Protection

In order to prevent the damaging effects of natural galvanic corrosion, impressed 
current cathodic protection is commonly used for oil and gas production facilities. 
This technique applies a negative voltage (excess electrons) to the protected 
structure (eg: pipe or wellhead casing) that attracts ions to the surface of the 
protected structure, thus avoiding removal of material (corrosion) from the 
protected structure’s surface and protecting it. A source of positive (ionic) current 
is needed which can afford to lose ions - these are called sacrificial anodes. 
Enough DC voltage must be supplied (impressed upon) the circuit (through an AC 
supplied rectifier and wiring) in order to maintain enough forced potential on this 
artificial circuit (i.e., in order to offset any natural galvanic potentials, and also 
overcome voltage drops caused by current flowing through the resistance in the 
circuit path (wiring, anodes, soil, protected structure)). This is analogous to 
charging a battery, whereas the natural galvanic corrosion situation (without any 
corrosion mitigation) is analogous to discharging a battery. The amount of current 
needed to offset material losses from the protected structure will depend upon the 
size and material of the protected structure, soil and moisture conditions, 
temperature, and other factors. In impressed current cathodic protection system 
design, a target current is specified by the designer and the output DC voltage of 
the rectifier is set to supply that target current. The actual current can vary 
throughout the course of the seasons of a year, amount of precipitation, as well as 
with the condition of the protected structures. 

Rectifier

Anodes 
(Groundbed)

Pipeline
(Structure)

Current 
Flow

Impressed Current 
System

( - ) ( + )

Figure 2: Impressed 
Current System 
Overview

Figure 1: Natural 
Corrosion Circuit
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6.2 The Impressed Current Cathodic Protection Rectifier

The purpose of the main components of the CP rectifier is described in the 
following sections, along with brief comments on some the safety and 
maintenance related aspects of those components. Later sections of this guideline 
will review existing CP rectifier designs to identify how these rectifiers can be 
made safer for workers.

The diagrams and descriptions provided below are merely for illustration 
purposes. Operating companies can have very large numbers of installed units, 
with wide variations in makes and models. Even equipment supplied by the same 
manufacturer can have various versions and models. Additionally, many legacy 
units are still in service (up to 40 years old), and often have deteriorated from the 
effects of age-related wear and tear. Both the variation in models and versions, as 
well as the deterioration of older units, can present safety hazards to operations 
and maintenance workers. Although the focus of this guideline is on new rectifier 
designs, operating companies are encouraged (in later sections of this document) 
to also address safety issues in their installed base on a risk prioritized basis.

6.2.1 Impressed Current Cathodic Protection Rectifier Block 
Diagram

A block diagram of the main internal components of a CP rectifier is shown in 
Figure 3. Explanation of these components is provided in the following sections.
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Figure 3: Block Diagram of 
CP Rectifier
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6.2.2 Impressed Current Cathodic Protection Rectifiers –
External Features

Figures 4 and 5 are pictures of the exterior of a typical impressed current cathodic 
protection rectifier.

CP rectifiers used in the oil and gas industry are usually mounted on exterior 
building walls, outdoor poles, etc. in general proximity to the source of supply, 
connection points on the protected structure, and the anode bed. The enclosures 
are also normally lockable to prevent unauthorized access.

Figure 4: Typical 
Impressed Current 
Rectifier

Figure 5: Outdoor Pole 
Mounted Impressed 
Current Rectifier
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6.2.3 Impressed Current Cathodic Protection Rectifier Internal 
Layouts

Pictures of the interior of existing, typical cathodic protection rectifiers are shown 
in Figure 6 below. Apparent in these pictures, at least for some designs, is that the 
worker is exposed to many energized electrical components once the cover door is 
opened. These energized components can pose a shock hazard to personnel if the 
rectifier is not properly de-energized and locked out. For some work activities, 
such as taking readings, testing and troubleshooting, the doors need to be open 
while the rectifier interior is energized.

6.2.4 Incoming AC Supply

This section describes the main features and purposes of the incoming AC supply 
section of the rectifier (see Figure 7):

- Provides an isolation point for de-energization of rectifier internals.

- An external disconnect switch and an internal disconnect breaker are 
common.

- There is a cable or conduit feed from an external lighting panel or 
service entrance disconnect breaker or switch.

- Terminal strips are provided for the incoming ac wiring terminations, 
bonding, and grounding.

Figure 6: Typical Design CP 
Rectifiers With Door Open 
Showing Exposed Energized 
Components
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- Clear warning and identification labels are used in order to warn 
workers of energized components.

- Often, safety barriers are supplied in order to avoid inadvertent 
contact.

6.2.5 AC Stepdown Transformer with Variable Tap Secondary

This section describes the main features and purposes of the AC stepdown 
transformer and its variable tap secondary (see Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11):

- An AC stepdown transformer with a variable tap secondary is used to 
adjust the AC voltage level into the diode bridge rectifier, hence 
adjusting the output voltage at the rectifier output terminals. This 
adjustment sometimes needs to be done to ensure that the rectifier is 
producing the proper target current since the actual output current can 
change depending upon changes in soil conditions, etc.

- Some models may have automatic tap changers, some use “dead front” 
tap changing switches, and some use manually installed tapping bars
or tapping terminals. Automatic tap changers minimize the potential 
for worker exposure to energized components and human error when 
adjusting settings, but are also more expensive than the other two 
options. “Dead front” tap changing switches are not as expensive, may 
still permit some human error in their setting, but do not expose the 
worker to any energized parts. Manually installed tapping bars or 
terminals are the cheapest, but leave room for setting errors, and 
expose the worker to energized components if the tapping bars or 
terminals are not properly shielded.

Figure 7: Example of 
Incoming Wiring Terminal 
Blocks with Barrier
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Figure 8: Stepdown Transformer 
with Variable Tap Secondary

Figure 9: “Dead Front” Tap 
Changing Switches Used for 
Changing Transformer Secondary 
Connections
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6.2.6 Diode Bridge Rectifier

This section describes the main features and purposes of the diode bridge rectifier 
(see Figure 12):

- The diode bridge rectifier converts single or three phase AC sinusoidal 
voltage from the transformer output to a rectified DC voltage.

- Sometimes there is output filtering to reduce output ripple.

- These devices sometimes fail due to voltage surges or the effects of 
lightning strikes, so are often protected by surge or lightning arrestors 
(see Section 6.2.12 below).

Figure 10: Examples of Manual Tap Bars 
Used for Changing Transformer Secondary 
Connections

Figure 11: Example Manual Tap Terminals 
Used for Changing Transformer Secondary 
Connections
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- Historically, a commonly used rectifier style incorporated a selenium 
stack assembly. These are still found in service, but contain toxic 
materials and require special procedures for handling. See Figure 13
for an example of a selenium stack assembly. 

Figure 12: Diode Bridge Rectifier 
Examples

Figure 13: Selenium Stack Rectifier 
Examples
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6.2.7 Metering and Other Indicating Devices

This section describes the main features and purposes of the output metering 
equipment (see Figures 14, 15, and 16):

- Metering is used to verify if output current and voltage are on target.

- Meters may be analog or digital.

- Shunt resistors are used for accurate output current measurement. 
Ohm’s law is used to compute current based on the measured voltage
across the shunt, and the known resistance value of the shunt.

- Analog meters need to be periodically checked for accuracy.

- Other indicating devices can consist of indicating lights, LED displays, 
etc. which can indicate the status of components within the rectifier 
(eg: power on/off, breaker tripped, internal faults, operating modes, 
etc.). These are design and manufacturer specific.

Figure 14: Current Shunts 
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6.2.8 DC Output Connections

This section describes the main features and purposes of the DC output 
connections:

- Output terminations are supplied for termination of wiring to the anode 
bed and protected structures. 

- Clear identification labels are required in order to warn workers of 
energized components and also to avoid inadvertent cross-connection 
of wiring.

- Safety barriers for output terminations are often supplied.

Figure 15: Analog and Digital Meter Examples

Figure 16: Examples of Rectifier Control, 
Status, and Metering Interface Devices
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- Some CP systems may also have a current limiting rheostat (variable 
resistance) used to supply and control a second circuit such as a well 
casing. This rheostat be mounted in the CP rectifier or may be located
external to the CP rectifier. This equipment also requires proper 
barriers and warning signs.

6.2.9 Current Interrupter Connections

This section describes the main features and purposes of current interrupters and 
their connections (see Figures 17 and 18):

- Current interrupters are used to vary the CP rectifier’s output DC 
current, over time, in a pre-determined way, in order to assess the 
effectiveness of the impressed current CP system.

- Current interrupters come in a variety of designs and styles, but in 
general are a form of electromechanical or electronic relay. They are 
often a separate device from the CP rectifier, although some rectifier 
designs feature an onboard current interrupter. The switching pattern 
and timing of the relay is usually controlled by a user programmable or 
configurable microprocessor. The relay is rated to handle the output 
current of the rectifier. Current interrupters may be left installed and 
working for days or weeks as part of annual survey programs or for CP 
system troubleshooting.

- For CP rectifiers where external current interrupters are required to be 
used, the current interrupter connections provide a means for making 
the connections. Sometimes these connections are covered or shielded 
for personnel protection, but not in all cases. If a current interrupter is 
to be left unattended for a period of time, a common safety procedure 
is to secure the entire area around the rectifier and interrupter to 
prevent unauthorized access.

- Connections for external current interrupters can be designed to be 
specific to a particular manufacturer’s connection standard, or may be 
simple terminal connections for use with any third party current 
interrupter device (both types are illustrated in Figure 18).
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6.2.10 Enclosure and Mounting Hardware

6.2.11 Enclosure and Mounting Hardware

This section describes the main features and purposes of the CP rectifier enclosure 
and mounting hardware:

Figure 17: Portable External 
Current Interrupter

Figure 18: External Current 
Interrupter Connection Styles 
and Protective Cover on a 
Rectifier

Manufacturer-Specific 
Connection Port

Connection Terminals for 
Use With Any Third Party 
Current Interrupter Device

Protective Cover Over 
Current Interrupter Access 
Points
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- The CP rectifier enclosure is often NEMA 3R or 4 rated to provide 
protection from weather and dust. CP rectifiers are almost always 
mounted in outdoor locations.

- The enclosure is lockable to comply with certification requirements (to 
keep out unauthorized personnel and the public).

- Mounting hardware is supplied so that the rectifier can be flush or pole 
mounted.

- Internal heaters and lights are optional.

- Mounting and support can be an issue for older installations. Mounting 
must be durable and strong since rectifiers can weigh several hundred 
pounds.

6.2.12 Grounding and Bonding

This section describes the main features and purposes of the grounding and 
bonding connections:

- Grounding and bonding are essential for personnel safety, i.e. to 
eliminate shock hazard. Bonding is the wiring that ensures that all of 
the conductive surfaces inside the rectifier enclosure, as well as the 
rectifier enclosure, cabling, conduits, and other nearby metallic 
surfaces (metallic building walls) are all at the same electrical potential 
so that there is no possibility of a person receiving a shock when 
contacting two different metallic surfaces at the same time (such as the 
rectifier cabinet and the building wall). Grounding ensures that the 
potential of all of the bonded metallic surfaces is equal to the potential 
of the earth, and is accomplished by bonding the metallic surfaces to 
the electrical potential of the earth through some form of ground 
electrode (ground rod, ground plate, grounded structural steel, etc.).
Thus, when a person is standing on the earth, that person cannot 
receive a shock when contacting any grounded metallic surface.

- Effective grounding is needed to ensure that breakers and fuses 
supplying power wiring carry large enough currents during a fault 
condition so that they quickly trip or blow. This ensures that 
conductive surfaces which are inadvertently contacted by energized 
wiring or components do not remain energized for any appreciable 
length of time.

- Inadequate grounding could lead to breakers or fuses failing to trip or 
blow if a wire or other energized component comes into contact with 
conductive components in the rectifier. This would mean that people 
could receive an electric shock and potentially be electrocuted when 
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contacting the rectifier cabinet or other normally non-energized 
components inside of the rectifier.

- Bonding/grounding terminal strips in the rectifier provide a place for 
connecting bonding conductors coming in from AC supply
cables/conduits, connecting the chasses of electrical components in the 
rectifier (and the rectifier door), and connecting the grounding 
conductor which directly connects the rectifier to earth ground (plant 
ground system or a dedicated driven ground electrode). Bonding 
occurs both by means of installed copper wires, as well as by means of 
the metallic structure of enclosures, panels, etc.

6.2.13 Breakers, Fuses, and Protection

This section describes the main features and purposes of breakers, fuses, and other 
protection devices (see Figures 19, 20, 21, and 22):

- Breakers and fuses are used to de-energized wiring, and components, 
in the event of over-currents caused by inadvertent connections to 
ground (faults), or overloaded circuits. These devices trip or blow 
when an excessive current flows through them for some period of 
time. The proper operation of these devices depends upon the integrity 
of the bonding/grounding system to ensure that personnel do not 
receive shocks (see Section 6.2.11 above). The bonding/grounding 
system must provide a low impedance path for fault current to flow in 
order for fault current to be large enough for the breaker or fuse to 
operate.

- Incoming AC power wiring usually connects to an input breaker. This 
provides a convenient method of resetting after a fault.

- Fuses ahead of the DC rectifier protect the diode bridge. Fuses after 
the DC rectifier protect against external faults on the wiring to the 
protected structure.

- Metal Oxide Varistors (MOV’s), Zener diodes, or surge packs, are 
used to protect the transformer and DC rectifier from voltage surges or 
lightning.

- Fuses and protection devices can operate and/or be damaged due to 
abnormal power quality events, so they need to be checked 
periodically and may need replacement.

- Another emerging protection method is an electronic fuse module 
which measures the secondary current and trips a breaker. This type of 
device can give more flexible overcurrent protection than commercial 
fuses, and also provides information on fault and event history which 
can assist in troubleshooting.
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Figure 19: AC Breakers 

Figure 20: Fuses 

Figure 21: Metal Oxide Varistor 
Surge Protection Device

Figure 22: Electronic Fuse 
Modules
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6.2.14 Internal Mounting Chassis

This section describes the main features and purposes of the rectifier internal 
mounting chassis (see Figure 23):

- An internal mounting chassis is used in many rectifier designs to 
mount all of the electrical components in the rectifier for easy removal 
during maintenance. The entire chassis can be removed and replaced 
onsite. This allows the original chassis to be returned to the shop for 
servicing; while the enclosure, with all of its wiring connections,
simply remains in place. This provides some safety benefits for the 
worker (since repair work can be performed in the shop), and helps 
reduce onsite labour costs for the end user.

- Meters, adjustment taps, switches, indicating lights, etc. are often 
mounted on panels on the front of the chassis so that their connections 
can be maintained as the chassis is removed or reinstalled. These 
panels also serve as a barrier to inadvertent contact with energized 
components which are usually located behind the panel and out of 
reach.

6.2.15 Documentation

This section describes the main features and purpose of the rectifier 
documentation set:

Figure 23: Internal 
Mounting Chassis
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- Engineered drawings and product manuals are provided with the 
rectifier.

- This information is critical to installation and maintenance personnel 
for properly installing and servicing the equipment over the course of 
its life.

- Manuals must be accurate, and contain all relevant technical and safety 
information.

- Drawings are critical to ensure proper isolation, troubleshooting, and 
servicing of components.

- Manuals and drawings must be maintained in the drawing pocket of 
the rectifier, and on file with the manufacturer. 

- Owners may also keep manuals and drawings in other locations in 
order to avoid damage to them by leaving them in the rectifier, but 
these locations must be convenient to access in the field, and the 
means for accessing them should be described by a document located 
in the drawing pocket of the rectifier. 

- The technician should always verify that the documentation and 
drawings provided apply to the rectifier in question before using them.

6.2.16 Certification

This section describes the main aspects of the CP rectifier certification process:

- See Section 5.3 for general comments on requirements for 
certification. 

- Certification is obtained by the manufacturers to CAN/CSA-C22.2 No. 
107.1 General Use Power Supplies. This certification is done on a 
“type” basis by the manufacturer by submitting technical information 
and prototypes to a nationally recognized third party testing laboratory
(NRTL) such as CSA. This certification is only intended to address the 
safety of the device (primarily fire and shock hazards), not its 
performance.

- Testing is conducted on the prototypes by the NRTL, a test report is 
prepared and issued to the manufacturer, and if all issues are corrected 
(possibly requiring some retesting), a final test report and a 
compliance certificate is issued to the manufacturer.

- Assuming that the manufacturer is accredited by the NRTL (which 
means that they are audited by the NRTL), then the manufacturer can 
apply certification labels to the products as they are manufactured. 
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However, the manufacturer is not allowed to deviate from the specific 
product or products which were tested and approved. If deviations are 
required, the manufacturer must resubmit the new prototypes and 
documentation and restart the testing process.

6.3 Development of CP Rectifier Design-for-Safety Recommendations

This section reviews the rationale for this guideline’s design-for-safety 
recommendations for CP rectifiers.

6.3.1 General Electrical Safety Principles

Protecting from Electric Shock

This document is primarily concerned with electrical shock hazard. Other 
documents, courses, and work procedures address additional types of concerns 
such as hanta virus, arc flash, poisonous pests, lightning, etc.

“Engineering Out” the Hazard

The “design-for-safety” approach taken in this guideline is based on the 
philosophy that some of the electric shock hazards in CP rectifiers can be 
significantly reduced or eliminated by engineering design. This is a pro-active 
approach to electrical safety, which seeks to prevent the incident from occurring
by modifying the design of the equipment. This is in contrast to more reactive 
approaches, such as the use of special work procedures which depend upon the 
training, skill, and judgment of the worker; or personal protective equipment, 
which tries to protect the worker from the consequences of an accidental contact 
with energized components. 

6.3.2 Worker Qualification and the Need for “Dead Front” CP 
Rectifiers

The initial approach taken by the committee was to examine the work tasks 
commonly performed by CP technicians on cathodic protection rectifiers, assess 
the safety risks inherent in each task, and develop design improvements which 
can be implemented by manufacturers in their product offerings.

While this initial approach is helpful for qualified CP technicians and electricians 
who need to be able to maintain CP rectifiers, as deliberations on work tasks 
progressed, the committee realized that it was focusing solely on the activities of 
these qualified technical workers. The committee also needed to consider the 
safety needs of field operators, with or without specific qualifications for working 
on CP rectifiers. The Alberta Apprenticeship and Industry Training Act, the 
Alberta Electrician Trade Regulation, and related CAPP/EIEEA (Energy Industry 
Electrical Engineering Associates) exemption work [17] provides definition on 
functions which can be performed by non-electricians when working with 
electrical equipment in the oil and gas industry. These documents define the scope 
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of electrical work permissible for non-electricians who are qualified and 
authorized to do work on electrical equipment, and what they need to do to 
become qualified and authorized (see Section 5 and Appendix A). 

The use of field operators to open CP rectifier cabinet doors to take regular 
readings has been common practice in the oil and gas industry for many years. 
This has been an important practice for the oil and gas industry since there is a 
strong need to ensure that pipelines and other protected structures are adequately 
protected by impressed current CP systems for safety, environmental, and 
economic reasons; while also helping offset skilled labour shortages for qualified 
electricians and CP technicians. This practice, however, is not legally recognized 
unless the field operators are qualified and authorized per the requirements
described in the previous paragraph. Failure to comply with these regulations may 
increase the safety risk by having unqualified personnel exposed to energized 
components. The regulations and CAPP/EIEEA exemption to those regulations
specify that unqualified field operators can only operate electrical equipment if it 
is “dead front”. “Dead front” means that there are no exposed energized 
components that are accessible and that could be inadvertently contacted by a 
person. Obviously, this does not prevent someone from intentionally defeating or 
bypassing the “dead front” barriers or protective components, but preventing this 
type of behaviour by unqualified personnel is outside of the scope of this 
guideline. 

Additionally, any field operator who takes regular readings must be trained in 
what readings to take, their importance, and general awareness of the hazards 
inside of a rectifier, as is true for any work task. However, with a “dead front” CP 
rectifier, their electrical safety training requirement does not need to be equivalent 
to the training in Appendix A since they will not be exposed to energized 
electrical components.

The committee developing this guideline recognized that the use of “dead front” 
designs would benefit all workers, qualified or unqualified, due to the inherently 
safer nature of “dead front” designs. Even experienced, qualified workers can 
make mistakes from time to time, especially when doing repetitive tasks. As a 
result, considerable focus was put into the “dead front” approach by the 
committee and this is reflected in this guideline.

Obviously, the industry is faced with a large installed base of CP rectifiers which 
do not have “dead front” designs. This committee’s recommendation is that 
operating companies, in order to obtain the increased safety benefits and 
simplification in worker qualification/training benefits (i.e., cost reductions) 
provided by “dead front” designs, would, over time and based on risk level, phase 
out these existing rectifiers with new ones which do have “dead front” designs.
This replacement or upgrading program could be justified on the basis of 
improved safety, reduction in labour costs, more effective worker deployment, 
reduction in obsolescence issues, improved reliability of CP rectifiers, and 
improved regulatory compliance. 
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Not all CP rectifiers used in the oil and gas industry are located in chain-link 
fenced plant site yards: some CP rectifiers are located in areas where the general 
public may access them. Existing certification standards for rectifiers require not 
only that CP rectifier enclosure exteriors be “dead front”, but also that CP 
rectifiers be lockable in order to prevent unauthorized access. This guideline 
continues to support lockable CP rectifier cabinets, for both in-plant and publicly
accessible units. The owner of the CP rectifier is responsible to ensure that locks 
are applied, the keys are controlled, and appropriate warning signs are present on 
the enclosure exterior.

6.3.3 Taking Regular Readings: Alternatives to “Dead Front”
Designs

The following section discusses alternatives to a “dead front” CP rectifier design. 
With the exception of CP rectifier telemetry, all are outside of the scope of this 
guideline, are not expected to be commonly used, or apply mostly to legacy units. 
They are mentioned here to help users of this guideline consider and compare all 
of the available options. 

Qualified Field Operators

For field operators who have specific industry recognized training (such as the 
Enform “Electrical Maintenance for Non-Electricians” or the “Reading and 
Adjusting Rectifiers for Facility Operations Personnel” courses, along with 
equipment specific training by an electrician and management approval), regular
readings can be taken by opening the doors to CP rectifiers without requiring a 
“dead front” design. This is advantageous for legacy rectifiers, which usually are 
not “dead front” designs. This approach has not been commonly adopted by the 
oil and gas industry, however, due to the challenges in getting field operations 
staff qualified and authorized (time and expense for training, ability to pass the 
theoretical or practical training tests, administration of the worker’s authorization, 
etc.), so only a small segment of the field operator workforce has been, or are ever 
expected to be, qualified to take regular readings using this approach. The 
majority of field operators will need to fall back on the “dead front” approach 
when taking regular CP rectifier readings.

Thus, for the purposes of this guideline, despite the availability of this option, it is 
expected to be used only a limited amount and only for legacy rectifiers or new 
ones that are ordered without “dead front” safety features. Thus there is still a 
need to continue to progress a “dead front” design for new CP rectifiers.

Modifications to CP Rectifier Cabinets

Another option available for oil and gas companies to use in order to permit 
unqualified field operators to take regular readings, which is especially valuable 
for legacy rectifiers, is to modify the CP rectifier enclosures so that the internal 
metering is visible through the front door. This maintains a “dead front” design, 
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but allows regular readings to be taken. Of course, if taps need to be adjusted, the 
field operator will need to contact a qualified CP technician or electrician to make 
the changes. A variation on this approach is to install indicating lights which 
allow the field operator to see if the output DC circuits are still energized. This 
provides less information than being able to view the meter, but may be suitable 
for CP rectifier installations where deviation from the target current and voltage is 
not expected to be significant or pose a threat, and recording measured values can 
wait until the next service by a qualified CP technician or electrician. 

When modifications are performed on existing rectifiers, re-certification is 
required, which can add to the expense of the modifications.

Since the focus of this guideline is for new CP rectifiers, these “through-door” or 
“indicating light” approaches will not be addressed further since they are expected 
to be most useful for legacy applications. Since current CP rectifier designs on the 
market utilize blank outer doors and few utilize external indicating devices, the 
focus of this guideline will continue to follow that approach so as to minimize 
modification costs to current designs. However, if a manufacturer wished to 
pursue this path further, it is an option. 

Not Taking, or Reduced Frequency of, Regular Readings

Another alternative to using field operators to take regular readings is to take 
them at a reduced frequency, perhaps in some cases only during service visits. 
This can be considered subject to a risk assessment for individual CP rectifier 
installations, but this approach must still meet the requirements of the governing 
pipeline codes. This approach will not work in many situations where active 
impressed current management is required. 

Indirect Verification Methods

OCC-1 permits owners to monitor the health of impressed current CP systems 
using voltage measurements at various points in the system different from the 
rectifier. Refer to OCC-1 for further information.

Using Qualified CP Technicians or Electricians to Take Regular Readings

This approach is an option if qualified personnel are available and the additional 
labour costs can be justified. In some situations, the frequency of routine readings 
can be reduced, depending upon the risk and requirements of other regulations. 
Obviously, electricians who are performing this task will be required to be trained 
to know what readings are needed and their significance, but their knowledge of 
electrical safe work is already considered sufficient.

CP Rectifier Telemetry

Another alternative to using field operators to take regular readings is to use 
telemetry to collect the real-time voltage and current readings, along with other 
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status information on the CP rectifier. Additionally, in some cases, control of CP 
rectifier operating parameters can also be done. Satellite, cell phone, or radio 
based telemetry equipment can be put into legacy CP rectifiers, or integrated into 
new CP rectifier designs. The amount, quality, and timeliness of information is 
greatly improved using this approach since the data collection activity is 
automated but, as with manual data collection approaches, there is still a 
requirement for computer systems to collect, store, and archive this information; 
as well as personnel to manually review this information, initiate actions, and 
forward information to regulatory agencies, service companies, or other 
stakeholders. This can be done using in-house systems or through external third 
party service providers. The overall costs for this business model must be 
considered, along with the benefits obtained through better information, remote 
control (if used), reduction in field operations labour and expenses, reduced 
vehicle usage (environmental and safety benefits), and improved relations with 
landowners. A limitation inherent in this approach is that regular onsite visual 
checks will not be performed; so some problems which can only be detected by 
onsite visual inspection (rectifier enclosures damaged by livestock or moisture, 
failing mounting structures, burn-off of grounding conductors, rodent infestation, 
failure of non-operationally critical components, etc.) may not be detected for 
extended periods of time.

The use of CP rectifier telemetry will be recognized and supported in this 
guideline as an option since CP rectifier telemetry is a feature that may be 
specified when ordering a new CP rectifier, and since minimizing personnel 
physically visiting CP rectifiers reduces the possibility of worker injury by 
reducing exposure to the equipment. It is assumed that the purchaser of a CP 
rectifier with telemetry will be knowledgeable of the costs and requirements for 
additional systems and services inherent in using this type of rectifier and will 
factor those into making a decision.

Recent developments in technology for short range wireless, infrared, and other 
networking technologies permit semi-automated data collection from rectifiers. 
Handheld or computer interfaced wireless communications devices (such as 
personal digital assistants, cellular telephones, laptops, etc.) can be used to 
communicate with the rectifier without opening the rectifier enclosure (perhaps 
even from several hundred metres away in another section of the plant). This 
information can then be electronically transmitted to other personnel or databases. 
This can provide a lower cost telemetry option than a dedicated satellite or 
SCADA communications backbone, but still provide safety benefits by reducing 
the number of times access to the rectifier interior is needed. 

6.3.4 Outcome of the Work Task Analysis

Relationship Between Work Task Analysis Recommendations and a “Dead 
Front” Design
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A detailed task analysis was performed for CP technicians and electricians who 
are required to work in CP rectifier cabinets in order to not only perform basic 
regular reading tasks, but also to troubleshoot, replace, repair, and commission CP 
rectifiers. The results are presented in this section. Due to the intrusive nature of 
some of this work, in some cases the “dead front” design of the CP rectifier will 
need to be defeated. However, even in these situations the risk will be decreased
by complementary methods such as:

- using de-energization procedures, 

- using “dead front” switches and “touch-safe” (recessed) connection 
hardware,

- designing layouts, equipment locations, and removable internal chasses to 
improve access and reduce the risk of accidental contact with energized 
components,

- wiring commonly used internal test points to front-mount touch-safe 
terminals,

- using additional protective barriers and warning labels, and

- using self-diagnosing, fault indicating components. 

6.3.5 Work Task Analysis Summary Table

Table 1 below describes the type of work being done on CP rectifiers, the safety 
hazards associated with each type of work, and recommendations for new CP 
rectifiers.

Source of Work Task Information

The source of work tasks used in this analysis was the Draft Occupational Profile 
for Cathodic Protection Technicians, Level 1 and Level 2; November 30, 2007
[18]. This profile was reviewed by the committee for work items that are within 
the proposed scope of work for a new designated occupation for CP Technicians 
for Alberta. 

Other Issues

In addition to the items discussed through examining the work tasks, in order to 
provide a complete record, other CP rectifier electrical safety issues were 
identified by committee members and are also addressed in Table 1. For example, 
recommendations for a “dead front” design in order to protect unqualified 
workers are presented in Table 1 as well.
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Table 1:  Work Task Analysis Summary Table

Index Source/Activity Safety Issue or 
Concern

Recommendations

1 F-2 of Occupational Profile:

Obtain/verify DC Power Source 
Outputs

(Also applies to AC input power 
terminations)

Barriers and/or warning 
signs can be lost or 
removed due to 
weathering, aging, or 
abuse.

1. Use captive bolts and other more secure means to ensure that barriers remain 
in place.

2. Use more durable materials in barriers.

3. Ensure that labels, signs, etc. are permanently attached (see CSA Standard 
C22.2 No. 0.15-01 Adhesive Labels [19]).

4. Use pre-wired, recessed, touch-safe terminals so that barriers do not need to 
be removed.

2 Lockout/Tag from “Electrical Cathodic 
Protection Work Course for Non-
Electricians ”:

Procedures for de-energizing rectifiers 
with internal disconnects or multiple 
power supplies.

Internal disconnects can 
be used to de-energize
the interior of the 
rectifier, but still do not 
de-energize on the line 
side of the internal 
disconnect. 

This is also a concern if 
there are multiple power 
feeds into a rectifier.

1. Supply external disconnect switches with the rectifier and note their use in 
the instruction manual. These must be installed by an electrician. .

2. Multiple power feeds require warning signs and documentation in the 
drawings and manuals. Use of an external splitter with common disconnect 
which de-energizes everything is preferred.

3. De-energization verification procedure is always required after operating the 
switch and performing a lockout and tag procedure.

3 G-4 of Occupational Profile:

Troubleshoot and repair CP systems.

Required to insert meter 
probes into, or work 
with tools near, 
energized components 
or surfaces.

1. Optimize rectifier layout with troubleshooting and maintenance in mind 
(possibly use an oversize cabinet).

2. Use pre-wired recessed touch-safe connections to bring out common 
measurement points for convenient measurement on the front panel.

3. Make sure fuses are accessible. ”Dead front” fuse holders are preferred. Open 
style fuse clips should not be used unless covered by an insulating barrier.
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Table 1:  Work Task Analysis Summary Table

Index Source/Activity Safety Issue or 
Concern

Recommendations

4. Have meter calibration screws accessible from the front.

5. Use a field removable internal chassis with all main circuit components 
mounted on it and a “dead front”. Electrician must disconnect and reconnect 
AC wiring and grounding/bonding conductors. This will permit swap out of 
rectifier internals while leaving the enclosure in place and permit work to be 
done in a safer shop environment. This design is commonly used by 
manufacturers already.

4 F-3 of Occupational Profile:

Connect Current Interrupters (annual 
survey).

Alligator clips for some 
models of interrupter 
subject to slippage.

Doors to rectifiers need 
to be left open for some 
period of time (hours to 
weeks). This exposes 
workers and the public 
to shock hazard.
Warning signs used to 
keep unauthorized 
personnel out. Rectifier 
internals exposed to the 
elements at this time.

Interrupter devices and 
their connection 
methods are non-
standard, leading to 
extra shock risk and 
human error.

1. Provide dedicated access ports for current interrupter cabling to be inserted so 
that doors can remain closed. Provide weatherproof caps/covers which are to 
remain closed when not in use.

2. Work towards standardized current interrupter hardware connections 
(possibly in future CSA standard).

3. If an onboard receptacle is required, provide a ground-fault-interrupter (GFI)
receptacle. This can be used for powering the current interrupter as well as 
other miscellaneous tools if needed.

4. Onboard current interrupters are available as an option (timer or Global 
Positioning System (GPS) based).

5 F-9 of Occupational Profile: Secondary of AC 
transformer can have 

1. Use tap changing switches with “dead front” handles, eliminate tap change 
bars entirely. Note:  Tap changing switches may have some limitations in 
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Table 1:  Work Task Analysis Summary Table

Index Source/Activity Safety Issue or 
Concern

Recommendations

Adjust power supply outputs. voltages from 6 VAC to 
400 VAC. Tap bars are 
often exposed and may 
also be loose resulting 
in a burn hazard as well 
as a shock hazard. 
Similarly, fuses may be 
hot but not blown.

sour environments due to H2S attack on the contacts. Sealed switches or 
enclosures can be ordered for extra cost in these situations. Consult with the 
manufacturer for available options for sour environments.

2. Consider variable voltage transformers for small units in clean environments. 

3. Consider “dead front” fuse holders.

4. De-energization procedure required.

6 General Concern:

Access by non-qualified personnel to 
take regular readings.

Personnel who are not 
qualified per the 
regulations or 
authorization are 
opening CP rectifier 
cabinets and taking 
readings.

Also a potential risk to 
the public.

1. Use “dead front” designs for CP rectifiers. Front door of CP rectifier cabinet 
can be opened to reveal a “dead front” panel where all components and 
surfaces are touch-safe. Tools are required to get past this “dead front” panel, 
and only qualified CP technicians or electricians are permitted to do this. 

2. New units with a “dead front” interior shall have a sign on the exterior to 
advise personnel that there are no accessible energized components inside of 
the front door. When the exterior door, panel, or cover is opened or removed, 
the “dead front” interior “layer” will be exposed. A warning sign is required 
on the “dead front” “layer” to warn workers that only qualified workers are 
permitted to go past this “dead front” interior “layer”.

Example wording on the exterior door is as follows: “No accessible 
energized components behind this door.”  

Example wording on the surface of the “dead front” “layer” is as follows:  
“Warning: exposed energized components behind this surface. Qualified 
workers only.”

3. New units without a “dead front” interior must not have signs indicating 
that there are no accessible energized components inside of the front door. It 
is recommended, although not compulsory, that warning signs saying that 
there are accessible energized components be installed by manufacturers on 
those units which do not have a “dead front” interior panel. 
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Table 1:  Work Task Analysis Summary Table

Index Source/Activity Safety Issue or 
Concern

Recommendations

Example wording is as follows:  “Warning: exposed energized components 
behind this surface. Qualified workers only.”

4. Existing units without a “dead front” interior must not have signs 
indicating that there are no accessible energized components inside of the 
front door. It is recommended, although not compulsory, that owners install 
warning signs saying that there are accessible energized components on those 
units which do not have a “dead front” interior panel. 

Example wording is as follows:  “Warning: exposed energized components 
behind this surface. Qualified workers only.”

5. Cathodic protection electrical safety training programs need to be modified 
to teach that, if there are no signs indicating that there are no accessible 
energized components behind the front door, or if there are signs warning of 
energized components behind the door, that the worker needs to consider the 
rectifier as having exposed energized electrical components inside of the 
front door, thus requiring appropriate qualifications in order to open the door.

6. Provide locking hardware on cabinet doors. This is already a certification 
requirement. Owners of CP rectifiers are to install locks and have key control 
policies.

7. Optional telemetry can be installed in new, and some existing, CP rectifiers. 
This will help to minimize the number of times the rectifier needs to be 
opened, reducing exposure to the hazard.

7 General Concern:

What to do with the installed base of 
existing CP rectifiers?

Varying levels of safety 
features. Some have 
wide open access to all 
energized components 
once the front door is 
opened.

1. Existing units are “grandfathered”, but owners should consider phased in 
replacement programs to move installed CP rectifier fleets up to the same 
minimum safety standard. As regulations continue to develop in electrical 
safety, and safety expectations continue to increase among workers, the trend 
towards upgrading should gather momentum. 

2. CP technicians are encouraged to include comments on their maintenance 
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Table 1:  Work Task Analysis Summary Table

Index Source/Activity Safety Issue or 
Concern

Recommendations

reports regarding rectifiers which need maintenance or replacement for 
safety/obsolescence reasons. Decisions and action plans by owners should be 
risk prioritized, and should consider obsolescence and reliability issues. An 
example of a device with safety concerns is a selenium stack assembly which 
contains toxic materials so special procedures are required for maintenance 
and disposal.

3. Owners may consider retrofitting windows to make meters visible from the 
outside, indicating lights, etc. for those rectifiers that are otherwise in good 
condition. Re-certification would be required if these changes are made.

4. Manufacturers will address retrofit kits and recertification on a case-by-case 
basis with customers. There is a wide variety of legacy units in the field, even 
from the same manufacturer, so mass produced retrofit kits are not practical.

8 General Concern:

General Purpose rated CP rectifiers 
installed in hazardous locations.

Potential for a 
fire/explosion due to 
arcing/sparking 
components or heat 
producing components 
in the event of a 
hydrocarbon release.

1. Manufacturers can supply hazardous location rated rectifiers. Use these if 
needed.

2. End users are to attempt to avoid installing any CP rectifier in a hazardous 
location unless absolutely necessary.

3. Hazardous location rectifier design and safety analysis outside of the scope of 
this guideline.

9 General Concern:

Tendency for lowest cost rectifier to be 
purchased based on competitive 
tendering or cost minimization efforts 
by end user.

Pushes down margins in 
sales price, leaving little 
funding to support 
safety enhancements in 
the rectifier.

1. Influence end user community through this voluntary guideline. Use 
substantial oil and gas industry market share to influence manufacturers and 
other industries.

2. Long term:  attempt to put a CSA product safety standard in place to force 
minimum safety requirements.
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6.4 Incorporation of Recommendations in New Rectifier Designs

The manufacturers who were involved with this committee proceeded to start to 
develop new product prototypes for review by customers and this committee 
during its deliberations. An example of one of those rectifiers, featuring a “dead 
front” inner panel and several other features described in Table 1 is provided 
below.

6.4.1 Examples of  Enhanced Safety Rectifier Designs

Figure 24 below is an example of a prototype rectifier incorporating several of the 
enhanced safety-by-design features described in Table 1. Examples of two 
manufacturers’ designs (including pictures and descriptions of the safety features) 
are provided in Appendices C and D. 

Figure 24: Example Prototype 
Rectifier Incorporating New 
Safety-by-Design Features
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6.5 Specification for Enhanced Safety Rectifier Designs

In order to assist the industry with procuring new rectifiers with the enhanced 
safety-by-design features described in Table 1, a voluntary specification 
spreadsheet is provided below listing these features. This spreadsheet only 
focuses on the enhanced safety features of the CP rectifier, so should be used in 
conjunction with regular CP rectifier specification sheets. When specifying the 
requirements for a new rectifier, simply indicate which features are required. 
Some items are treated as minimum, others are treated as optional.

6.5.1 Sample Specification Sheet

See Appendix E for a sample specification sheet.

6.6 Conclusions

1. This guideline provides a voluntary safety-by-design specification for oil and gas 
company procurement personnel for purchasing CP rectifiers with enhanced 
safety-by-design features. CAPP member companies, their consultants, cathodic 
protection service companies, and cathodic protection rectifier manufacturers can 
use it in order to communicate specific desired safety features and establish 
minimum requirements for CP rectifiers from the safety perspective.

2. The expectation is that this voluntary guideline will create a “level playing field” 
among manufacturers who supply cathodic protection rectifiers to the oil and gas 
industry, thus continuing to enable healthy competition while simultaneously 
ensuring adequate revenue streams for manufacturers to justify safety related 
changes to their products.

3. Background on impressed current systems, CP rectifiers, committee safety 
philosophy, worker regulatory scope requirements, work task safety analysis, 
design recommendations, example manufacturing prototypes, and a sample 
specification sheet are all provided in this guideline.

4. The main safety enhancements recommended in this guideline include:

i. Use “dead front” interior panels in CP rectifiers to protect qualified and 
unqualified workers from electric shock. Warning signs are required to 
advise workers of those rectifiers which have internal “dead front” panels 
prior to them opening the enclosure door. In the absence of these signs, or 
if signs indicate otherwise, then only qualified workers will be permitted 
to open the enclosure doors. For new “dead front” rectifier designs, 
warning signs will be supplied and installed by manufacturers. For new 
non- “dead front” designs, manufacturers are encouraged to supply and 
install warning signs indicating access by qualified workers only. For 
existing non- “dead front” designs, owners are encouraged to supply and 
install warning signs indicating access by qualified workers only. CP 
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technician and field operator training programs are to be updated to reflect 
these new sign requirements and their associated proper procedures.

ii. Manufacturers are to supply additional external disconnect switches, per 
the Canadian Electrical Code, Part I, in order to completely de-energize 
enclosure interiors during lockout and tag procedures.

iii. Use pre-wired and recessed touch-safe connections, terminals, and 
measurement points wherever possible.

iv. Use “dead front” tap changing switches in lieu of tap bars; and use “dead 
front” fuse holders in lieu of “open clip” style fuse holders (unless 
protected by a barrier).

v. Use weatherproof connection ports and GFI receptacles in order to power
current interrupters or other devices.

vi. Use removable internal chasses on which all major components, and the 
“dead front” panel, are mounted. This will enhance safety during 
maintenance and repairs by permitting a “swap-out” approach. The 
removable chasses can be easily transported and safely serviced in a shop 
environment.

vii. Existing units are “grandfathered”. However, a “phased-in” approach by 
user companies to replace legacy rectifiers on a risk prioritized basis
(justified by safety concerns, together with obsolescence and reliability 
issues) is recommended.

viii. As an option, use CP rectifier telemetry, where economically justified, to 
reduce worker exposure to safety hazards from routine CP rectifier work.

5. Future work by this committee may include working with CSA to set a national 
minimum product safety standard for CP rectifiers.
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Appendix A Electrical Qualifications Training for Work on Cathodic 
Protection Equipment

A.1 Safe Electrical Work with Cathodic Protection Equipment
After an incident in 2004 the cathodic protection service industry, in cooperation with the CAPP 
Electrical Safety Subcommittee, started a process to improve the Cathodic Protection industry’s 
safe work practices. To assist the cathodic protection industry and operating companies there are 
various courses available, to meet their electrical safety needs.  
A.2 “Electrical Maintenance for Non-Electricians” Course
• This course was developed in the late 1990’s to allow operators (non-electricians) employed 

by small oil companies to safely perform several very limited scope electrical work tasks. 
This course is offered by an oil and gas industry training organization called Enform. 

• The scope of cathodic protection work allowed (after passing the course exam, equipment 
specific training by an electrician, and employer authorization) includes:
• Isolation, lockout/tag, and de-energization verification
• current readings
• fuse changes (one time only)
• tap changer adjustments
• visual checks

A.3 “Reading and Adjusting Rectifiers for Facility Operations Personnel”
Course (a.k.a. the “One-Day Field Operator Basic Readings Course”)

• A CP service provider, has developed a one-day course for their customers’ field operations 
personnel. This course allows field operations personnel to be able to take basic current 
readings and make minor adjustments to ensure that their rectifiers are working properly in 
between scheduled CP technician visits. This course has been developed under the 
supervision of the CAPP Electrical Safety Subcommittee. 

• The scope of cathodic protection work allowed after passing this course, being trained on the 
specific equipment by an electrician, and being authorized by their employer is: 
• Isolation, lockout/tag, and de-energization verification
• current readings
• fuse changes (one time only)
• tap changer adjustments
• visual checks

A.4 “Electrical Cathodic Protection Work Course for Non-Electricians” Course
(a.k.a. the “CP Technician Course”)

• A detailed course was developed by a CP service provider for the cathodic protection 
industry and approved by Apprenticeship and Industry Training and the Alberta Provincial 
Apprenticeship Committee (PAC). This course is currently offered in compliance with an 
Alberta Apprenticeship and Industry Training authorization.

• Scope of Work includes:
• Isolation, lockout/tag, and de-energization verification
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• Routine servicing and maintenance on the DC side of the system (component checks, 
current interrupter installation/operation, etc.)

• Like-for-like component replacement on the DC side of the system
• Installation and maintenance of DC conductors connecting to protected structures

• As with an apprenticeship, there is a minimum number of hours of directly supervised hands 
on work required before the CP Technician can work independently.

• CP Technicians with this authorization are required to carry a certification card.
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Appendix B Work Responsibilities or Restrictions for Cathodic 
Protection Systems from a Trade Perspective

B.1 Trades Scope Diagram

The following diagram delineates the boundaries between electrician and cathodic 
protection technician work scopes.

Note: Per the Electrician Trade Regulation, an electrician can legally work on the 
DC side of the rectifier system and beyond the DC terminals on the output of the 
rectifier, but it is recommended that electricians only do this with CP industry 
cathodic protection equipment and trades practices training. 
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Appendix C Example Dead Front Rectifier Design – Manufacturer 
#1

Touch Free Rectifier Series
(Front Panel)

TAP Switches
(Coarse & Fine)

Fuse Replacement Module
• Programmable range 

1-50A
Display/Controller Module

• Alarms
(Volts/Amps/Potential)

• Built-in Interrupter
• Remote Adjustments via 

Bluetooth

Safety Barrier

Lockable Removable 
Doors (3)

Metering Probe Access
• Utilized for Meter 

Verification

Safety Barrier
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Touch Free Rectifier Series
(Front Panel Safety Features)

• Provides a safe front panel that anyone can touch anywhere 
they like

• Lexan barriers are located on each side so that users are 
unable to reach into “protected” areas

• Lexan barriers are strategically located to allow trained 
personnel access without removal

• All heat generating parts are located behind lockable 
protected doors

• Tap switches are provided for easy/safer adjustments over 
tap link bars.
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Touch Free Rectifier Series
(Right Side Panel)

Full Dead Front Panel

DC Output Lugs

Safety Barrier

Lockable Removable 
Doors (3)

DC Output Shunt
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Touch Free Rectifier Series
(Right Side Panel Safety Features)

• Lexan barriers are strategically located to allow authorized 
access without removal
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Touch Free Rectifier Series
(Left Side Panel)

Full Authorized access

AC Input Lugs

Safety Barrier
Lockable Removable 

Doors (3)
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Touch Free Rectifier Series
(Left Side Panel Safety Features)

• Only one door allows access to the entire inner workings of 
the rectifier by “electricians” or “AIT certified” personnel only.

Appendix D Example Dead Front Rectifier Design – Manufacturer 
#2
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Tap Switch Adjustment: 

Tap Switches provide a safe alternative to manual rectifier adjustment tap bar or terminals. The switch 
wiring connections are contained behind the rectifier front panel. The adjustment switch allows “on the fly” 
adjustment of the rectifier outputs without the necessity of turning the rectifier power on and off during 
adjustment.
Tap Switch Adjustment eliminates the possibility of loose connections following output setting adjustment. 
A common problem found in tap or terminal adjustment where the set screw or nut is not adequately 
tightened causing the connection to arc/overheat and eventually burn the panel and/or wiring. 
Tap switch Adjustment ensures all phases adjust equally in three phase rectifiers

Dead Front Fuse Holders: 

Dead Front Fuse holders are fully shrouded and designed to accept standard Class C or CA type fuses. 
The fuses bolt into the handle, which serves as an insertion and withdrawal tool, as well as covering all 
live parts when the fuse is being installed or withdrawn. These holders are an excellent solution to the 
problems of space and operator safety.

•True Dead-front construction increases operator safety
•Easy grip handle for secure withdrawal and insertion of fuse 
•Fully plated contacts for low resistance and cool running 

GFI Receptacle 

On Board AC Power access/availability is provided using an approved GFI receptacle device. 

Touch-Safe Lexan Barriers: 

LEXAN® Polycarbonate sheet is an uncoated sheet which is excellent for general purpose use where 
impact strength is needed. In addition to its inherent strength, LEXAN® sheet provides built in forced 
entry protection and can be easily fabricated to meet design requirements. 

FEATURES:
•Durability, 250 times stronger than glass. 30 times stronger than acrylic
•No cumbersome nuts or bolts required for attachment
•Lightweight
BENEFITS:
•Virtually unbreakable. Eliminated replacement cost due to breakage.
•Requires less structural support than glass  

Rectifier Interruption Ports /Terminals

If factory installed “Interrupt Device” is not a viable option, the use of 12 VDC (maximum) interrupter ports 
or terminals allows for safe and easy access for AC interruption of the rectifier. 

Designated non-contact connector ports specific to certain Interrupter Models will eliminate all physical 
contact with the rectifier circuitry. 

Low voltage interrupt terminals allow all for all generic interrupter types to connect to the rectifier wiring 
circuit allowing for interruption of the rectifier output without having to disconnect any rectifier wiring. 

Interrupter can be connected safely while rectifier remains powered.
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Appendix E Sample Specification Sheet

Sample CP Rectifier Safety By Design Specification

Customer Company Name:

Customer Name:

Project Name:

Project Number:

LSD:

Author:

Date:

Version Number:

Reference Specifications and Documents:

Notes:
1. This specification is over and above any other specification used for this project. Where there are conflicts between this specification 
and another purchaser supplied specification, the purchaser shall be consulted for clarification.

2. Refer to CAPP CP Rectifier Design-for-Safety Guideline for additional details.

3. Supplier is to verify all of the specifications in this specification document, and indicate any exceptions or deviations from these 
requirements. Supplier shall also furnish to the customer all necessary information to substantiate their compliance or deviation from this 
specification.
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Index Feature
Minimum 

Requirement Optional

CAPP CP 
Design-for-

Safety 
Guideline 

Table 1 Index 
Reference Comment

1 Dead front interior panel design x 6
Per manufacturer standard dead 
front design.

2 Telemetered rectifier cabinet x 6

Manufacturer standard telemetry 
system or tie-in to customer 
telemetry system. Project specific.

3
Warning signs re: presence of a dead 
front interior panel x 6

4 Lockable hasp on cabinet exterior x 6
Per certification requirements. 
Lock and key by owner.

5
Barriers fastened so that they won't be 
lost or damaged through regular use. x 1

6
Permanently affixed lamicoids and 
warning signs x 1

7
Nonconductive protective barriers of 
durable, weatherproof material x 1

8
Recessed, finger-safe terminals for all 
terminations and measurement points x 1, 3

9

Lockable external EEMAC/NEMA 3R 
(minimum) or EEMAC/NEMA 3 or 4 
(optional) rated disconnect switch (switch 
only) x 2

Owner to supply and install wiring 
to and from the switch.
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Index Feature
Minimum 

Requirement Optional

CAPP CP 
Design-for-

Safety 
Guideline 

Table 1 Index 
Reference Comment

10
External splitter and main disconnect for 
multiple power feeds. x 2 Optional if owner is not to supply.

11
Warning signs re: multiple internal power 
sources. x 2

Required if item 10 is ordered, or 
if there are multiple sources of 
supply.

12 Barriered fuses or dead front fuse holders x 3, 8 Mfg standard.

13
Calibration pots for analog meters 
adjustable from the front of the meter. x 3

Only required if analog meters are 
supplied.

14

Internal withdrawable chassis for field 
removal and insertion of main power 
components for rectifier. x 3 Mfg standard.

15
Weatherproof current interrupter access 
port (for signal and power cables) x 4

If no onboard interrupter. 
Weatherproof only required when 
current interrupter not in use.

16 Onboard current interrupter device. x 4
Do not need item 15 if you order 
item 16.

17
Pre-wired GFI 120 VAC receptacle on 
dead front panel x 4

Required when an onboard 
receptacle is supplied.
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Index Feature
Minimum 

Requirement Optional

CAPP CP 
Design-for-

Safety 
Guideline 

Table 1 Index 
Reference Comment

18

Full documentation sets - manuals and 
schematic drawings. Qty = 1 minimum, 
other sets per customer requirement. x n/a Mfg standard.

19 Dead front manual tap changing switches. x 5 Mfg standard.

20 SCR based gate controlled rectifier x 5

21 Variable voltage transformer x 5

22 Other…
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